
Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim: The Iraqi National Alliance is not an substitute or a
competitive to the government

Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim, head of the Iraqi National Alliance (INA), stressed that the Alliance is

not a substitute for the government or a competitor, because for the success of INA and the

government the relationship should be complementary, pointing to the importance of institutiona

action in everything even if it was the hardest, but it is the most capable to sustain.

\r\n

This took place during his eminence presiding the General Authority meeting of the INA in his

office in Baghdad Sunday, 09/25/2016, which was attended by Members of Parliament of the INA at

the Iraqi House of Representatives, ministers and governors. 

\r\n

His eminence stated that the unity of INA is the goal, calling for everyone\'s help for the

achievement of this goal, which flows into the unity of Iraq as a whole considering that the

INA is the largest political bloc and by reorganizing the INA all national arenas will be

organized, stressing the importance of making the numerical majority to a majority in decision.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim stressed the importance of dialogue and meetings and meetings of the

three Authorities of the INA (the leadership the political and the general) because these

meetings would work on the convergence of views an

\r\n

d develop a common vision towards all issues, wishing the Sadrist movement would return to fill

its position in the INA, pointing to INA\'s effort to development its own internal structure in

order to commensurate with the necessities of the stage and its requirements.

\r\n

Chairman of the INA elaborated about the project to institutionalize the INA referring to the

importance of regular meetings and the formation of committees comprised of the efficient

Members of Parliament who are associated with the INS to work on enactment of laws in a unified

vision at the least, indicating that the institutionalization of the INA need to activate

important case files including; legislations, government, provinces, media, the INA\'s public

and the mechanism of ensuring the public, national relations, external relations with the

countries of the region and the world as well as the security strategies and the role of the

popular forces and lastly the economic and responding to the economic challenges faced by the

country and support the government in reform decisions that are planned for execution.



\r\n

His Eminence stressed the importance of trust between the parties of the INA, praising the role

of the supreme religious authority perforing as a safety valve for the country, his eminence

also spoke highly of the role played by the former head of the INA, Mr. Ibrahim Al-Jaafari and

before Mr. Jaafari the Aziz Al-Iraq (the Iraq Dearest) presiding the United Iraqi Coalition.

\r\n

The meeting also witnessed a speech of Prime Minister Mr. Haidar Al-Abadi, who evaluated the

efforts of Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim to hold the General Authority meeting of the INA, reviewing

the outcomes of his visit to New York and how the world attend to media in the fight against

terrorism and to liberate the land of Daesh, as well as a review of facts of Iraqi economic and

challenges facing Iraq as a result of the drop in oil prices, noting that the meetings of the

United Nations General Assembly has seen intensive meetings with world leaders and the world

Bank while, yet devoting most time of meeting to discuss the battle of Mosul and post-Daesh

phase and how to mitigate the humanitarian burden caused by the displacement resulting of

terrorism Daesh, stressing that the most important point of advantage is that Iraq had regained

its people and this is what the world did not notice and take it into account.

\r\n

The meeting also witnessed input by members of the General Authority of the INA, who praised

the ideas of Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim and his project to institutionalizing the INA , stressing

their keenness on supporting the INA for the service of Iraq and its people.


